
Digital tools 
to keep you 
moving
Keep your business on the rise.

From product calculation, valve 
configuration and to sprinkler 
selection, we have it all.

Utilize anywhere, anytime.

Our digital tools can be used on 
smart phones, tablets, laptops or 
desktop computers — making 
it easier than ever to work from 
wherever you are.



We’re here for you 24/7.
Check out our top-of-the-line digital tool options below.

Dry Sprinkler Order Form
On-demand order submissions for 
dry sprinklers. It’s never been so 
simple to order complex sprinkler 
systems without the hassle of 
printing and uploading forms.

Buy American Act Sourcing Tool
Check out our extensive selection of 
products that meet the requirements 
of the Buy American Act under the 
Federal Acquisition Program.

Sprinkler Selector
Sift through virtually every Viking 
sprinkler in a flash. Select various 
criteria, such as K-factor, occupancy 
type, orientation, temperature and 
more, to get the part number you 
need.

HiEx Foam Estimator
Seamlessly calculate your high 
expansion foam needs with the 
industry’s most efficient online foam 
estimation tool. Submit your order 
for quoting when you’re done!

Valve & System Configurator
Build a system riser in MINUTES with 
the innovative Valve and System 
Configurator. Step through available 
options to get a complete list of 
materials and submit for a quote 
locally!

LoEx Foam Estimator
It’s also a breeze to calculate your 
low expansion synthetic fluorine 
free foam options now, too! Build 
out your entire foam package with 
the LoEx Estimator.

Oxeo System Estimator
Quickly calculate the number of 
cylinders needed for your project! 
Answer a series of simple questions to 
generate a complete bill of materials 
that can be submitted for quoting.

HIEX.VIKINGCORP.COM

VALVECONFIG.VIKINGCORP.COM

BAA.VIKINGCORP.COM

WEBTOOLS.VIKINGCORP.COM/SPRINKLERSELECTOR

LOEX.VIKINGCORP.COM

OXEO.VIKINGCORP.COM

vCalc
vCalc, previously known as Hydraulic 
Assistant, offers standalone 
and Revit®-integrated hydraulic 
calculations available at no cost to 
select Viking clients! Request access!

vDesign
Viking offers a comprehensive suite 
of innovative Revit® tools developed 
specifically for the fire protection 
designer. Connect to the complete 
Viking product line with our toolbar.

Virtual Viking
Our virtual reality training program 
takes fire protection training to an 
entirely new level! Our immersive VR 
experience allows users to train with 
us anywhere, anytime.

DIGITAL.VIKINGCORP.COM/VIRTUAL-VIKING

VIKINGGROUPINC.COM/RESOURCES/DIGITAL-TOOLS

VIKINGGROUPINC.COM/RESOURCES/DIGITAL-TOOLS

vInert
Calculate and design an Oxeo 
Extinguishing System and receive 
a submittable list with a bill of 
materials for seamless ordering!

VIKINGGROUPINC.COM/RESOURCES/DIGITAL-TOOLS



Want to learn 
more about 
our robust 
portfolio of 
digital tools?
Head to vikinggroupinc.com to view 
more details, download content or to 
contact us for more information.

MKT-1148


